PUPIL IMAGES
POLICY

PURPOSE

In the modern digital age, more images are made, displayed and published than was ever
before conceivable. The range of applications that images are being shared on is
increasing, as is the purpose behind their generation. Schools use images of pupils for a
variety of purposes. The publication of images on a school website, in promotional
materials such as prospectuses, or in the media can be a good opportunity for the school to
reach a wider audience and can be motivating for the pupils involved.
Richmond Avenue Primary and Nursery School therefore has this policy so it can be
transparent about the types of images used, how the images are stored, what consent is
required for the publication of images and what the consequence for child and date
protection are.
CONSIDERATIONS – CHILD & DATE PROTECTION
Richmond Avenue Primary and Nursery School must consider the following:
Types of images







Where possible, photos should be taken of groups of children rather than
individuals;
Where a photograph of an individual is used, schools should avoid naming the pupil;
Where the pupil is named, schools should avoid using their photograph;
Schools should ensure images are of pupils in suitable dress to avoid the risk of
inappropriate use e.g. images of pupils in PE or swimming kit are to be included at
the discretion of the Headteacher and Governing Body;
Images of looked after children, will not be used without the permission of the Social
Worker.

Storage of Images





Digital images and video of pupils are only be saved on the memory of school
cameras (never staff personal devices), password protected school server or schoolissued encrypted memory stick;
Photographs identifying pupils are permanently deleted one year after the cohort
has finished Year Six.
Image files are clearly and appropriately named, avoiding the use of pupils’ names.

Consent








An internet Acceptable Use Policy is in place and within this, reference is made to
staffs’ use of pupil images;
The Acceptable Use Policy also requires specific consent to be sought for the display
and publication of pupil images;
It is the school’s responsibility to distribute a letter to parents at the start or on entry
to the school to secure consent for each specific use of pupil images for the purposes
the school has identified in the policy;
Consent is not required where either individuals cannot be identified or they form
part of a large crowd at a public event;
Parental consent can be withdrawn or changed at any time in writing;
The school seeks re-consent annually, or in the event of a pupil’s circumstances
changing, or new applications for the use of pupil images.

Data Protection
The General Data Protection Act makes clear that the school, as a data controller, must seek
specific consent from data subjects (or, in the case of children, parents/carers) for each use
of an image. The school takes its role as a data controller and is clear about its duty to
protect the data it processes (including images).
Please refer to the school’s Data Protection/GDPR Policy for more details (this document is
published on the school website).

Misuse of Images




Any evidence of the use of inappropriate images or the misuse of images should be
reported to the school’s designated child protection officer, who may refer the
matter to the LA, Social Services and/or the police as appropriate.
The school’s Data Protection Officer will also investigate such cases.

PRINCIPLES FOR TAKING, DISPLAYING AND PUBLISHING PUPIL IMAGES

The term ‘images’ includes photographs, digital photographs, film,
webcam/video conferencing, CCTB and mobile/camera phones.

Richmond Avenue Primary and Nursery School believes that the responsible use of
children’s images can make a valuable contribution to the life of and morale of the school.
The use of photographs in school publicity materials can increase pupil motivation and help
parents and the local community identify and celebrate the school’s achievements.
The school will only use images that the Headteacher and Governing Body consider suitable
and which appropriately represent the values of the school and the range of activities the
school provides. This policy is intended to minimise the risks that young people can be
exposed to through the misuse of images. The policy takes account of date protection and
child protection issues.

Images for School Publications
The school will only take and use images that are appropriate and are considered not to be
open to misuse;







Pupils will be made aware of why their picture is being taken and how it will be used;
Where possible, photos will be taken of groups of children rather than individuals;
Where a photograph of an individual is used, the pupil will not be named;
Images will show pupils in suitable dress to avoid the risk of inappropriate use e.g.
images of pupils in PE or swimming kit will only be included at the discretion of the
Headteacher and Governing Body;
We will ensure that personal details are not used in captions, tags or file names.

Images for School/LA websites




Richmond Avenue Primary School & Nursery will adopt the same principle as
outlined above when publishing images on the Internet. However, the school
recognises that there is no control over who may view the images and consequently
a greater risk of misuse of the images, via the internet;
The school will therefore give specific consideration to the suitability of images for
use on the school’s website.







Filming
Parents, friends and family members can take images of their children and friends
participating in the school activities for family and personal use; the school will
always advise such people not to publish images of children other than their own
(eg: on social media);
If the recording is not for personal use e.g. with a view to selling the video, then
consent of other parents who children may be on film would be required. Without
this consent, the General Data Protection Regulation Act would be breached; the
school will take all reasonable measures to prevent this;
Parents are allowed to film school events such as sports days, fetes and school plays
as long as the performance is not disturbed.

Webcams/Video Conferencing





Webcams and video conferencing facilities are useful tools for learning. They can
allow individuals to interact over the internet with others, and support links between
pupils in different schools, countries and cultures;
A webcam will only be used in appropriate circumstances such as a normal class
setting;
Both children and teachers will be made aware of when a webcam is in use;

CCTV




The school uses CCTV in some areas as a security measure. Cameras will only be
used in appropriate areas and where there is clear signage indicating where in
operation;
CCTV images that are stored on digitally will only be stored for designated periods
then erased.

Mobile/Camera Phones


Mobile and camera phones can take images without the knowledge of others. As
such, staff use of mobile phones should never take place in the presence of children.






Media/Local press
The school will seek specific consent for photographs taken by journalists;
The school will ensure that it politely checks that broadcasters and presenters who
may be on the school premises are aware of the sensitivity involved in captioning,
interviews and close or sports photography.
Pupil names are never given to the press without prior parental consent.

Consent




Due to the number of occasions during a pupil’s time at School that the school may
wish to photograph or video the pupil, the school will seek specific consents for
various uses of images from parents/carers when the pupil starts at the school. This
consent will then be resigned annually.
The school will, at all times, consider the need to seek additional consent in the
event of a pupil’s circumstances changing, or new applications for the use of pupil
images;

Misuse of Images




Any evidence of the use of inappropriate images, or the misuse of images, will be
reported to the school’s designated child protection officer who may involve the LA,
Social Services and police as appropriate.
The school’s Data Protection Officer will also investigate such cases.

All staff must sign annually to agree that they have read, understood and will
comply with this policy. A record of this will be kept by the Data Protection
Officer.
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